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The author has classified atriodic, homogeneous, one-dimensional continua that contain arcs- 
they are precisely the solenoids. This paper begins the study of homogeneous, one-dimensional 
continua that contain an arc and a triod. 
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0. Introduction 
The author [I l] has shown that each atriodic, homogeneous curve that contains 
an arc is a solenoid. Hence such curves are completely classified. 
The purpose of this paper is to begin the study of homogeneous curves that 
contain an arc and a triod. We shall restrict ourselves, for the most part, to such 
curves that do not contain simple closed curves. 
We show that each homogeneous curve X that contains an arc but not a simple 
closed curve contains a dense arc component; in fact, it contains a one-to-one 
continuous image of the real line with both ends dense in X. The nontrivial solenoids 
are such curves; perhaps they are the only ones. 
We also show that if a homogeneous curve contains a simple triod but not a 
simple closed curve, then the identity map is its only stable homeomorphism. 
Along the way we obtain a good deal of information about arc components of 
homogeneous continua of arbitrary dimension. Hagopian [4] has shown that atriodic, 
homogeneous continua that contain arcs must be one-dimensional and hence 
solenoids. 
Bellamy and Lum [l] have shown that an arcwise-connected, homogeneous 
continuum contains a simple closed curve. Bing [2] has shown that a homogenous 
plane continuum containing an arc is a simple closed curve (Jones has given a 
post-Effros proof in [S]). 
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A continuum is a compact, connected, nonvoid matric space. A curve is a 
one-dimensional continuum. 
A simple triod is a curve homeomorphic to the letter T. A ray is an image of 
[0, a) under a continuous injection. 
Each homogeneous continuum X has the following property: if F > 0, there exists 
a 6 > 0 such that if x and J are in X with d(x, ~1) < 6, then there exists a homeomorph- 
ism h:(X,x)~(X,?~)suchthatd(h(z),;)<~,foreachzinX.Suchanumber8is 
called an Effros 6 for F, and such a homeomorphism is called an F-homeomorphism. 
1. Dense arc components versus arcs 
Quite often in this paper, we shall require a homogeneous continuum that contains 
an arc to contain, in addition, a dense arc component. The goals of this section are 
to show that if X is a curve, then the extra requirement is redundant, and if X is 
not a curve, then X is built from continua that do satisfy the extra requirement, in 
the following sense. 
Theorem 1. Suppose X is a homogeneous continuum that contains an arc. Let 5 he 
the collection qf closures of arc components of X. Then (4 is a continuous decomposition 
of X into nondegenerate homogeneous continua each of which contains a dense arc 
component. 
Proof. The proof is essentially given in [I I, p. 140, Properties I and 21. See also 
[2, p. 2 141. 
Theorem 2. !f the homogeneous curve X contains an arc, then it contains a dense arc 
component. 
Proof. If X contains no dense arc component, then the collection 9 of the previous 
theorem is a collectioti of disjoint proper subcontinua of X. Moreover, the quotient 
map is completely regular [IO]. Mason and Wilson [8] have shown that the point 
inverses of such a map are tree-like continua. Hence each element of !9 is a 
homogeneous, tree-like continuum that contains an arc. Hagopian [3] has shown 
that no such continuum exists. 
2. Dense arc components 
Throughout this section, let X be a homogeneous continuum that contains a 
dense arc component and does not contain a simple closed curve. Let A be an arc 
component of X, and let p be a point of A. 
The goal of this section is to prove that each arc component of A ~ p is dense in 
X. This is accomplished in three lemmas. 
Lemma 3. At least one arc component of A -p is dense in X. 
Proof. Let B be one of the arc components of A-p, and E denote the union of 
the rest. If B is dense in X, then the lemma is true. If E is dense in X, let q be a 
point of B. Since the arc component of A-q containing p also contains E, it is 
dense in X. The homogeneity of X then implies that A -p has a dense arc component. 
Suppose neither B nor E is dense in X, no matter which arc component of A-p 
is chosen to be B. If A contains no simple triod, then A is the one-to-one continuous 
image of the real line, and both arc components of A -p are dense in X [I I, 
pp. 140-141, Properties 7 and 81. If A contains a simple triod, let [p, q] denote an 
arc in A. For each point r in [p, q], A - r contains an arc component B, that misses 
[p, q]. Let E, be the union of the rest of the arc components of A - r. By the 
homogeneity of X, neither E, nor B, is dense in X. It follows that B, contains an 
open set C!?:‘, disjoint from E,. In particular, if s # r, then 0, n 0, = $9. This implies the 
contradiction that X contains uncountably many disjoint open sets. 
Lemma 4. At least two arc components of A -p are dense in X. 
Proof. Suppose only one arc component of A - p is dense in X. The strategy of this 
proof is to assign to each point of X a ray in X that is not dense in X. Each such 
ray will determine a proper, nondegenerate subcontinuum of X. We shall list enough 
properties of these continua to obtain a contradiction. Now we begin the formal 
proof. 
For each point q in A, let L, denote the unique dense arc component of A-q. 
Let Q, = {q E A: L,, c L,,}. In Properties O-4, we shall show that Q,, is a ray in L,, 
Property 0. Q,, c L, u { p}. 
Property 1. Q,, is nondegenerate. 
Proqf: Since A -p has at least two arc components, some point of A -p is not 
in L,,. By the homogeneity of X, there exists a point q of A such that p is’not in 
L,. Hence L, = L,, and Q, is nondegenerate. 
Proofs of the next two properties are straightforward. 
Property 2. Q,, is arcwise-connected. 
Property 3. Q,, contains no simple triod. 
Property 4. Q,, is not an arc. 
ProojI If Q, is an arc [q, p], then Q, is degenerate. This contradicts Property 1. 
It follows from Properties I-4 that there exists a one-to-one map j : [0, CO) + X 
such that ,j(O) = p and j([O, CC)) = Q,). Let 
K, =n,L,, cl(j([n, 00))). 
Since A is an arbitrary arc component of X we may assign, in this fashion, to 
each point q of X, a ray Qv and a continuum K,. For points q and r in the same 
arc component of X, define q < r if Qr c QCr ; this order agrees with the order on [0, CC). 
Property 5. Each homeomorphism of X is order-preserving in the following sense: 
if q<r and h:(X,q)+(X, r) is a homeomorphism, then h(q)<h(r). 
Property 6. If h : (X, q) + (X, r) is a homeomorphism, then !I( Q,) = Qr and 
h( KY) = K,. Furthermore, if q < r, then K,, = K,. In particular, if q and r belong to 
the same arc component of X, then K, = K,. 
Property 7. 0, # X. 
Proof: Suppose Q, = X. Let E be the union of all the arc components of A ~ p 
except L, (recall L, u {p} = Q,,, by Property 0). 
In this paragraph we show that l? = X. If E misses the 2F-ball centered at W, let 
z be the first point of Q, such that d(z, ~1) = F. Let 6 be an Effros 6 for F. Let r be 
a point in Q,, such that v > z and d(~j,p)<S. Let h:(X,p)+(X,y) be an F- 
homeomorphism. Since h preserves order, h takes some point of E to z. Since 
u’(z, E) 2 F, this is a contradiction. Hence I? = X. 
Let q be a point of Q,, such that q > p. The arc component of A-q containing 
p is dense in X because it contains E. Therefore, A-q has two arc components 
that are dense in X. By homogeneity, so does A ~ p. This is a contradiction. 
Property 8. K, is a nondegenerate proper subcontinuum of X. 
Proqf This follows from Property 4 and Property 7. 
Property 9. K,, n A = Cn. 
Proof Since K,, is not dense in X and A is, there exists some point q in A- K,,. 
Since K, = K,, q is not a point of K,. By the homogeneity of X, K,, misses each 
point of A. 
Property 10. Either K,, = Kh or K,, n Kh = 0. 
Prooj: Suppose z is a point of K, A K,, and x is a point of K,, such that d(.u, K,,) = F. 
Let 6 be an Effros 6 for F. Let the points j:, of Q‘, and ~1~ of Q,, satisfy d(:, _r:,) < S/2 
and d(z, J,,) < 6/2. Let h :(X, J:,) + (X, )I,,) be an e-homeomorphism. Then h( K,,) = 
K,,, which is a contradiction. 
Propert), Il. If z E K,, then K, = K,,. 
Proof If this is not the case, then K, and K, are disjoint, by Property 10. Let 
F = d ( Kz, K,,). Let 6 be an Effros 6 for F. Choose q in Q,, such that d (q, 21~1 ii Let 
17 : (X, q) + (X, z) be an F-homeomorphism. Since K, = K, it follows that k( K,, I= K,. 
This contradiction completes the proof of Property I I. 
Since Property I I contradicts Property 9, it follows that at least two arc components 
of A -p are dense in X. 
Lemma 5. !f two arc components of A - p are dense in X, then all of‘ them are. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. For each q in A, let M,, be the union of all the 
dense arc components of A - q. Some point of A -p does not belong to M,,; by 
homogeneity, there is some point q in A such that p does not belong to M,,. Then 
A-p contains only one dense arc component, namely the one containing q. This 
contradicts the homogeneity of X. 
We have now proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let the homogeneous continuum X contain a dense arc component A but 
not a simple closed curve. If p is a point of A, then each arc component qf A -p is 
dense in X. 
3. Stable homeomorphisms and dense rays 
In this section we derive the main theorems of the paper. 
Theorem 7. Suppose the homogeneous continuum X contains a dense arc component 
A but does not contain a simple closed curve. Then there exists a continuous injection 
ofR into X such that the images of both (-CC, 0] and [0, CD) are dense in X. 
Proof. Let p E A. Since X contains no simple closed curve, the homogeneity of X 
implies that A -p has at least two arc components. By Theorem 6, all arc components 
of A-p are dense in X. 
Let { U,} be a countable basis for X. Let p, E U, n (A -p). Map [0, I] homeomorphi- 
tally onto the arc [p, p,]. Let p2 be a point of U7 such that p2 belongs to an arc 
component of A - p, different from the one containing p. Map [I, 21 homeomorphi- 
tally onto [p,, p?]. Continue in this fashion to map R into X so that both ends are 
dense in X. 
Corollary 8. !f’ a homogeneous curve X contains an arc, then either X contains a 
simple closed curve or X admits a continuous injection of R into X so that both ends 
are dense in X. 
A homeomorphism h : X + X is prirnitivel), stable if there exists a nonempty open 
set in X on which h is the identity map. Every known homogeneous continuum 
admits a nontrivial, primitively stable homeomorphism. Lewis and Phelps [7] have 
asked if each homogeneous continuum admits a nontrivial, primitively stable homeo- 
morphism. Phelps [9] has shown that an affirmative answer to this question has 
powerful implications for I-homogeneous continua. Here we indicate some con- 
sequences of an affirmative answer for homogeneous continua that contain an arc. 
Theorem 9. Suppose the homogeneous continuum X contains a simple triod and a 
dense arc component A. If X admits a nontrivial, primitively stable homeomorphism, 
then X contains a simple closed curve. 
Proof. Suppose X contains no simple closed curve. Each point p of A divides A -p 
into at least three arc components. All of these are dense in X, by Theorem 6. 
If h is a nontrivial, primitively stable homeomorphism, then h(p) = q, for some 
two distinct points p and 4 of X. Since A is dense, p may be chosen in A. Since h 
preserves arc components, y belongs to A. Let B be a (dense) arc component of 
A - p such that q C? B and p & h(B). Then h(B) n B = Cn. This contradicts the primitive 
stability of h. 
Corollary 10. ?f u homogeneous curve contains a simple triod and admits a nontrivial, 
primitively stable homeomorphism, then it contains a simple closed curve. 
Theorem 11. If each homogeneous continuum admits a nontrivial, primitively stable 
homeomorphism, then each homogeneous continuum that contains a simple triod 
contains a simple closed curve. 
Proof. Let the homogeneous continuum Y contain a simple triod. Let X be the 
closure of some arc component of Y. By Theorem I, X is homogeneous. Hence, 
by hypothesis, X admits a nontrivial, primitively stable homeomorphism. Since X 
contains a simple triod and a dense arc component, Theorem 9 implies that X 
contains a simple closed curve. Thus Y does, too. 
Bellamy and Lum [I] have given a clever proof of the fact that an arcwise- 
connected, homogeneous continuum contains a simple closed curve. It is easily seen 
that an arcwise-connected, homogeneous continuum that is not a simple closed 
curve contains a simple triod. Hence we have an alternate proof of the Bellamy-Lum 
theorem for those homogeneous, arcwise-connected continua that admits a non- 
trivial, primitively stable homeomorphism. 
Suppose [a,, b,], [a,, b,], is a sequence of arcs in the continuum X converging 
to a subcontinuum Z of X. The sequence is called a ,fijlded sequence converging to 
Z if the sequence a,, b,, 02, b2,. , converges to a point of 2. 
R.H. Bing [2, Theorem 61 has shown that no folded sequence of arcs in a 
homogeneous continuum each of whose proper nondegenerate subcontinua is an 
arc converges to an arc. The next proposition, an improvement of that result, is 
made possible by the Effros property. 
Theorem 12. Suppose the homogeneous continuum X is the closure rjf’one of its arc 
components. !f‘ X contains neither a simple closed curve nor a simple triod, then no 
,folded sequence qf‘arcs in X converge.~ to a proper, nondegenerute subcontinuum o/.X. 
Proof. Suppose the folded sequence of arcs [a,, b,], [a?, b,], . converges to the 
proper, nondegenerate subcontinuum Z of X and the sequence a,, h,, u2, h,, 
converges to the point z of Z. By Theorem 6, there exists a point p of Z diferent 
from z such that p is arcwise accessible from X -Z. Hence there exists an arc 
A = [p, q] such that An Z = {p}. Let F be a positive number such that the 2c-ball 
about z misses A and the 2F-ball about y misses Z. Let S be an Effros 6 for F. Note 
that 6~ F. Choose i such that the Hausdorf distance between Z and [n_ h,] is less 
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than 6 and such that both a, and b, lie in the 6-neighborhood of z. Choose a point 
pi in [a,, b,] such that d( p!, p) < 6. Let h : (X, p) + (X, p,) be an &-homeomorphism. 
The set [a,, b,] u h(A) contains a simple triod. 
4. Questions 
Let X be a homogeneous continuum that contains an arc. 
Question 1. If X contains a triod and X is a curve, does it contain a simple triod? 
Question 2. If X contains a simple triod, does it contain a simple closed curve? 
Question 3. If X contains a dense arc component, does it contain a dense ray? 
Question 4. If A is a dense arc component of X, is some arc component of A-p 
dense in X? Are all arc components of A-p dense in X? 
Question 5. If X is an indecomposable curve, is X a solenoid? 
Question 6 (Hagopian). Must X contain either a simple closed curve or a solenoid? 
Question 7. If X is a decomposable curve that is not locally connected, is it the 
bundle space of a Cantor set bundle over the universal curve? 
Question 8. Does each aposyndetic, homogeneous curve contain an arc? 
Question 9. Each arcwise-connected, homogeneous continuum is aposyndetic 
[IO] and hence is colocally connected [6]. Is it colocally arcwise-connected (points 
have arbitrarily small neighborhoods with arcwise-connected complements)? 
Question 10. Does each aposyndetic, homogeneous curve that is not locally 
connected admit a retraction onto a nontrivial solenoid? 
Question 22. Is each homogeneous, indecomposable continuum one- 
dimensional? 
Question 12. Does X admit a nontrivial, primitively stable homeomorphism? 
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